ROB HESS PHOTOGRAPHY – FAX BACK TO: 360-539-5021
Policy for selling digital images and our price listing for digital
pictures.
To email one (1) digital image (300 dpi) directly to a magazine or
approved ad designer: $45.00 (sent using our standard shipping time.
Within 2 to 3 weeks of receipt of the order.)
To email one (1) RUSH digital image (300 dpi) that is sent directly to a
magazine or approved ad designer: $90.00 (sent within 24 hours of receipt
of the order including payment).
RUSH ORDERS are sent to the magazines or ad designers within 24 hours of
our receipt of the order along with payment in full. The customer is
responsible for RUSH charges even if the email address or website provided
is incorrect. Payment for RUSH photographs must be made and received in
full before the image can be emailed or upload ad.
To email one (1) photo (very low resolution) to be used on a personal
website: $50.00 each. An additional copyright release fee is no longer
charged for use on a personal website.
As a matter of policy, Rob Hess Photography will NOT refund or exchange
digital images for any reason. Once the image is emailed and received, the
sale is final. We DO NOT email proofs.
Absolutely NO emailed or uploaded images can be printed for personal use.
Images emailed to magazines, newspapers, horse shows or other approved
advertising agencies are for one-time use ONLY and may not be transferred.
Low resolution images are for internet use ONLY and may NOT be printed for
flyers or any other printed publication.
Ad designers must be approved by Rob Hess Photography and must sign this
agreement form before we will send digital images directly to them.
A list of approved ad designers can be faxed directly to the customer by
faxing a request for the list to 360-539-5021. If the ad designer that you
would like to use is NOT on the approved list, they must fill out the
agreement form and return it BEFORE we can email or upload images to
them.
AGREEMENT FORM:
I ____________________________ hereby agree to handle any Rob Hess image
responsibly. I will not print this image for the paying customer directly.
I understand that any Rob Hess image must be signed in the final print. I
will not forward this digital image to the paying customer via email or
any other digital means. In order to use any Rob Hess photograph for stud
cards, stallion cards, flyers or business cards, an additional copyright
release must accompany the image (printed or digital).
Signed: ________________________________________________________ Dated: __________________

